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COMPLETE SPECIFICATION 

DRAWINGS ATTACHED 

Improvements in or relating to Multiplying Arrangements for Digital Computing 
and Like Purposes 

'v1i'e, NATIONAL RESEA,'lCH DEVELOPMENT 

Co!':PORATION, of 1, Tilney St1::cet, London, 
\'/ .1., a British Coi"poration established by 
Sta.tuto do hereby declare the invention,, for 

S which we pi"ay that a patent may be granted 
l:J us, arrJ. the method by which it is to be 
performed, to be particularly described in 
c1nd by the followh1g statea1ent :-

This invention relates to :-ipparatus 
10 arrangements for effecting multiplication of 

numbers rep.zes;;nted by electric &ignals and 
suit:1blc for use ln electronic binary djgit.il 
computing machines. 

In prior Patent No. 788,.927 there is 
15 ct.scribed a multiplier arrangement (herein

after referred to as "of the kind described") 
in which a s.eries of successive partial pro
ducts for addition to one another in accumu
lator means are obtained by multiplying on..:: 

20 number, th� multiplicand number, by the 
determined vaiue of successive group& of 
digits of the other number, the multipli;:r 
n:.imber,. inst,ead of by the more usual 
method of forming the series of partial pro-

25 ducts by multiplying the first or multiplicand 
number by each sing.le digit o[ the second 
or multiolier number in turn. This was 
eff e::t::;d by providing a plurality of signals 
each repres,;:;nting a different mtegral multiple 

30 of the multiplicand number and then select
ing the appropriate one of these multiples 
for presentation to the number accumulaiing 
means, each successive selection being deter� 
mined by the ::xamined value of a different 

35 and successive group of th.e multiplier num
ber digits. Thus, in a particular e,xamplei� 
three successive binary digits of a binary 
multiplier number were e·xari:1ined as a group 
to determine the decimal number represented 

'10 thereby and then appropriate selection was 
made by suitable switching means to, select 
the appropriate one of a group of multiple 
versions of the binary multiplicand number 

consisting of the multiplicand, twice the 
mu!tipiic:md, tlm�e times the multipiicand 45 
ano. so on up to seven times the multiplicand. 

The object of the present invention is to 
provide improved and s1mphfied multiplier 
arrang•:;ments of the kind described abow anu 
i� ".l'hich the :1pparatus re9-uireme11ts for pro 50 
v1ding th:e different multiples of the multi
plicand number are appreciably reduced and 
in which material saving in other ancillary 
apparatus rcqmrements may be made. 

In accordance wiLh the invention, the mul� 5S 
tiply.in.g arrangements include a signal
controiled arithmetk device which ca11 be 
alte;:ed in its operation from an adding 
function to a subtracting function, means 
for providing a number of signals repre- 60 
senting respectively each of the diiforent 
successive int1egral multiples of the multi
plicand number from the first up to but not 
excicdicg that multiple which is sufficient to 
embrace haif the total number of multiples 6S 
capable of being signalled by the chosen 
number of di:gits forming; each examined 
digit group in the muldplier nun1ber and 
means for effecting the sekctio11, under the 
cont,·-'.)I of each of such multiplier digit sig- 7() 
nal groups in turn, of an appropriate one of 
th� av:ti1able signais representing multiples 
cf the multiplicand number for application 
to 0:1e ir.put, of said adding/ subtracting 
device and the sinrnltan.;om, control of such 7$ 
adding/subtracting device by the same 
group of multiplier digits ·whereby it causes 
either addition or subtraction of the se1ected 
multiplicand multipb to or from a number 
s:gnal applied to t:he other input. 8fil 

In accordance with one form of the in
vention, the number signal applied to the 
other input of the adding/subtracting, device 
is a signal representing a chosen mult11ple of 
the multiplicand number signal which lies 85 
approximately mid-way of the range of 
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multiples which can be signalled by the 
chosen number of muitiplier · digits forming 
each examined group, the particular multiple 
selected for application to the first mput 

5 of such adding/ subtractmg device and the 
add; subtract control being then so arranged 
that the output from said adding/subtracting 
device is a signal repr.esentmg the correcl 
partial product caHed for by the exa.mined 

10 grcup of multiplier digits, such partial pro
duct signal being subsequently combined in 
rm accumulating device with any pr,�viously 
obtained partial product number signal so as 
eventuaHy to obtain an accumulated signal 

15 representing the required final product. 
In accordance with a second and pre

ferred form of the invention. however. the 
said adding/subtracting device is arran§"A 
tp form part of the accumulating device 

20 itself with the signal representing the pre
viously accumulated partial product signals 
applied to said other input of smd addimz / 
subtracting device, the selection of •each new 
multiplkand multiple and the add/ subtract 

25 control being effected in accordance, with 
the examined values of each of the di;rits 
of each multiplier digit group and the va1ue 
of the most significant digit of the pre
viously examined multiplier digit group. 

30 Thus, in one particular arrangement of 
th� first form mentioned above and arranged 
to deal with the three binary multiplier sig
nal digits as each examined group, the multi
plicand multiples of d, 2d, 3d and 4d only 

35 need to be made available, the convertible 
adding/ subtracting device being ar:·anged to 
be supplied with the binary multiplicand 
multiple 3d at its other input and with an 
appropriately selected one of the available 

40 multiples at its first input couplied with 
appropriat� simultaneous control of the add/ 
subtract function of the device. Thus if the 
three multiplier digits signal the decimal 
value '4', the multiplicand m unaltered 

45 form, i.e. d, is selected and the convertible 
adding/subtracting d.evice is caused to add; 
if the decimal value of the three multiplier 
digits is 'O', the multiplicand multiple. 3d is 
s�lected and the convertib1e adding; sub-

SO tracting device is caused to subtract; if the 
decimal value of the three multiplier digits 
is seven, the multiplicand multiple 4d is 
selected and the convertible adding/sub
tractmg device is caused to add and so on. 

S5 Alternatively, in a particular arrangement 
of the second and preferred form of the 
invention, again arranged to· deal with 
three binary multiplier signal digits as 
each examined group, the same binary 

60 ml.111:t,ipilicand multiples of a ., 2d. 3d 
and 4d are made available but the selec
tion from these and the: add/ subtract con
trol is determined not only by the examined 
value of each thre.e digit multiplier group 

65 but also in accordance with the examined 

v2lue 'G' or ' 1 '  of the most signnicant digit 
of th;; three multiplier dig.it group which 
c::mt:olled the prnviaus selection and add 
or .subcrn.ct operation and which wa'> of 
lower significance than the currently opera- 70 
the gwup. Thus. if the examined three multl
pliir digit group is found to bi lOO (decimal 
value 4) and the most significant digit of the 
previous three multiplier digit group is value 
·o· then the selected multiplicand multiple 7S 
is that of 4d and the adding i subtracting 
circuit is caused to subtract. ff however. 
with the same three digit group value 100, 
the previous most significant Jigit is of 
value ' l ', the selected multiplicand mul- 80 
tiple is that of 3d, the adding/ subtracting 
circuit again being caused to subtract. 

In order that the nature of the invention 
may be more readily understood. a number 
of simple embodiments thereof. as applied 85 
to both serial mode operation and parallel 
mode operation will now be described by 
way of illustrative example only and with. 
reference t.o the. drawings accompanying 
the provisional specification m which : 90 

Figure 1 is a block schematic diagram 
of one arrangement in accordance with the 
invention suitable for serial mode operation 
with binary number signals and utilising 
examination of 3-digit groups of the multi- 95 
plier number signal to control its opera�ion; 

Figure 2 is a block schematic diagram of 
another arrangement, similar to Figure l, 
but adapted for operation in the parallel 
mode; 100 

Figure 3 is a block schematic diagram 
of an alternative arrangement also ,in accord
ance with the invention again utihsing 
examination of 3-digit groups of the multi·· 
plier to contrnl its operation and adapted 105 
for serial mode operation; while 

Figure 4 is a block schematic diagram 
of yet another arrangement,, similar to 
Figure 3, but adapted for operation in the 
parallel mode. 110 

Referring first to the serial mode arrange
ment of Fig. 1 ,  the multiplicand number 
signal d in the. form of an electric pulse 
train is assumed to be made available on 
input busbar 10 at each of the successive 1 15 
operation cycles needed to form the series 
of partial products. This busbar 10 is con
nected directly by way of lead 1 1  to coinci
dence or AND gate 2 1  and by way of a 
delay circuit 13, which provides a delay 120 
time equal to one digit interval time of 
the multiplicand pulse train, and lead 12 
to coincidence or AND gate 22. The out-
put signals from delay 13, which represenL 
the multiplicand multiple 2d, are also applied 125 
as one input signal to an adding circuit 15, 
the other input signal to which is the multi
plicand signal d by way of a connection from 
the busbar 10. The output of this adding 
circuit, which represents the multiplicand 130 
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mult,ipl1e 3d, is applied directly by way of 
l:::ad 19  to one input of :.m arithmetical 
circuit device 18 which is arranged nor
mally to cause addition of the number 

S signals fed to its respective inputs but 
which can be altered to cause subtraction 
of the same input number signah by the 
application thereto of a suitable control 
signal on lead 32. The output signals from 

iO the adding circuit 15  (represent,ing t,he 
multiplicand multipfo 3d) are also appHed 
by way of lead 14 to the further coinci
dence or AND gate 23. The output signals 
from the delay 13 are additionally applied 

1S by way of further delay 17, also having a 
delay time equal to one digit interval of 
the muWplicand pulse train, to provide a 
signal representing the multiplicand mul
tiple 4d and this is fed over lead 16 to 

20 coincidence or AND gate 24. The output 
lead of each of the gates 21, 22, 23 and 
24 is connected to the second input lead 
20 of the convertible adding/subtracting 
device 18.  The output lead 33 from the 

.25 latter carries the required partial product 
signal representing the multiplicand number 
multiplied by a three-digit group of the1 
multlplier. 

Each group of three successiv,e multi-
:30 plier digtts is staticised in tum by ]Jleans 

not shown but of conventional fonn and 
conveniently resembling those shown in 
the aforesaid prior Patent� to provide, for 
each digit, separatie 'O' and ' l '  signals which 

:35 are respectively at active level when the 
digit is of value 'O' or · 1 •. Such groups of 
staticised multiplier digit signais are ap
plied in turn and in synchronism with an 
application of the multiplicand signal d on 

� lead 10 to each of a group of furtheir co
incidence or AND gates 25,, 26, 27, 28, 
29, 30 and 3 1  in the combinatioi1s indi
cated by the diglt values b.eneath the 
respective bracket signs, the most significant 

45 digit being to the left, in each cas_e. Thus 
the gate 25 will provide, an output signal for 
the multiplier digit group 010 (decimal 
value 2) whereas the gate 26 will proviide 
an output signal for the multiplier digit 

'.SO group llJO decinial value 4), while the 
further gates 27� 28,. 29,. 30 and 3 1  provide 
output signals for the respective multiplier 
digit groups of decimal values 1, 5, 0,, 6 
and 7,. 

:5S Gates 25, 216 have threir outputs coni. 
nected in parallel to control gate 21 : gates 
27 and 28 similarly provide control outputs 
for gate 2Z; gates 29 and 30 likewise pro
vide control outputs to gate 23 while the 

·-60 output of gate 3 1  controls gate 24. The 
control signal for the addisubtract device 
18  on lead 32 is likewise derived from the 
group of staticised multiplier digits, being 
caused to subtract whenever the most ,s signHicant djgi.t o;f the 1examined multi-

pikr digit group i.s of value ·o· and to add 
whenever such mo&t significant uigit is of 
value T. 

The gate ci�cuits, such as those shown 
at 21 , 22 . . . . 3 1  ca:n be of any con- 70 
venient form already \v.ell known in the 
art as also can be the, delay citcuits 13 
and 17 and the adding circuit 1 5. The 
controllable add or subtract device 18 may 
similarly be of any suitable form now well 75 
known in the art. 

The manner of operation of this embodi-
ment will be readily apparent from considera-
tion of the following examples. lf the 
examined multiplier digit group is 000 80 
(decimal value 0) gate 29 will be operated 
to provide an output which will open gate 
23 thereby admitting the multiplicand mul-
tiple 3d which is available from the adding 
circuit 15 to the second input 20 of the 15 
addingj subtracting device 1 8. Tihe same 
multiplica..nd multiple 3d is always fed 
directly over lead 1 9  to the first input of 
such device 18. As the most aignificant 
digit of the examined multiplier digit 90 
group (000) is value 'O', lead 32 will be 
energised to cause the add/subtract device 
1 8  to subtract. The output on lead 33 is 
therefore 3d-3d or representative of the 
correct partial product. namely., zero. In the 95 
case of an examined multiplier digit group 
101 (decimal value 5), gate 28 wi.11 be 
operated to provide an output to open gate-
22, thereby releasing the multiplicand mul
tiple 2d available from the delay 13 to the 100 
mput lead 20 to the device 18. Since the 
most signitICant digit of the examined multi
plier dig;iit group (101) is now of value ·1•, 
the control lead 32 of the add1subtract 
device 18 is not provided with a control 10S 
input and such device a.ccordingly effects 
additicn. The output on lead 32 is therefore 
3d + 2d = 5d as is required. 

The output lead 33 feeds the associated 
accumulator device ulilised for adding to- 1 10 
gether the various partial products as they 
become ava&lable one after the other during 
successive operation cycles during which the 
different multiplier digit groupfi are examined 
in turn. This accumu1atpr device is shown US 
as a further adding circuit 34 having one 
input supplied by lead 33, a shifting register 
or equivalent delay line 35 whose output 
lead 36 is connected to the second input of 
the adding circuit 34 by way of a rege:nera- 120 
tion loop ciocuit including. a cont;rol gate 38 
and a delay circuit 39 whose delay time is 
such that, during multiplication .. the output 
signals on lead 36 arrive back at the input 
to the adding circuit 34 with a three digit 125 
place right shift relative to the timing of 
the signals of the next partial product which 
is to be added thereto and which is pro .. 
vided on lead 33 as a riesult of the next 
following operation cycle using the examiua- 130 
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tion of the next following three digit group 
of the multiplier number signal. 

The equivalent parallel mode arrangement 
of Fig. 2 is shown. for simplicity .. as employ-s ing a binary multiphcand number of only 
four digits length but the manner of exten
sion to deal with numbers of greater length 
wm be self-evident. 

In this embodiment,. the multipiicand 
10 number signal d is first registered in an 

appropriate multi-stage regist�r 40 of any 
convenient known form. said regisLer hav
ing successive stages such as toggle or flip
flop circti1ts 40\ 40!, 40! and 40' controlled 

IS respectively by input leads 41°. 41 1, 4P an<! 
4F. The group of parallel output leads 400 
carry the multiplicand multip.ie d. A second 
multi-stage resister 42 serves to record the 
multiplicand multiple 3d. this regist�r in-

25 eluding suitable adding and carry digit pro
pagation circmt1s to permit 1ts direct inter
connection iri the manner shown with the 
register 40 so that upon application ot the 
paralk:l form multiplicand digit signals to 

20 the first register over the input leads .. mv � 
4P . . . .  41\ the multiplicand multiple 
3d is automatically set UP. on the second 
register stages 421, 422 • • • •  42'' in combina
tion 'With the first stage 40r. of the, first 

30 register which supplies the least significant 
d,igit of I.he multiple 3d also. The group of 
parallel output leads 401 carry the multi
plicand multiple 3d. 

A conv,ertible multi·stage parallel adding/ 
35 subtracting device 43 of any suitable form 

already well k11own in the art has seven 
stages 43'\ 431 

• • • • 43'; and is signal
controlled over lead 45 in a manner similar 
to the series mode device 13 of Fig. 1. the 

40 device 43 bemg arranged to operate as an 
aJd.:r in the absence of a control signal on 
le:id 45 but bemg converiible to cause sub
traction w.hen a control signal is appiied to 
such lead 45. Such control signal is present 

45 only when the most significant digit of the 
examined thr.ee multiplier digit group 1s of 
value 'O'. 

A series of coincidence or AND gates 
52°. 521• 522, 52z each controlled by the 

50 parailel outputs of coincidence gates 53 and 
54, control the connection of the four sepa
rate output leads of t;he group 400 from the 
register 40 {representing the muhiJJiicand 
multiple Jj to one input of ,each of the first 

SS four stages 43°, 431, 43! and 43'1 of tne adrlj 
subtract device 43. A further series of co
focidence or AND gates 55\ 55:, 552 and 
5'i", each controlled by the parallel outputs o'r coincidence gates So, 57, likewise control 

6U the connection of the same four register 
output leads of the group 400 but to the 
four stages 431, 43�, 43' and 434 of the add/ 
subtract device 43 whereby the inputs to 
the latter are left shifted by one place so 

65 as effectively to provide �lie multiplicand 

multiple 2d. Another similar series of co
incidence gates 61°, 6 l1, 61" and 6L each 
controlled by the output of comc1dence gate 
62, control the connection of the output 
leads of group 400 from the same four 70' 
stages of r;;;gister 40 to the four stages 
43\ 43". 43 1 and 435 of the add/subtract 
device 43 wher.eby these inputs are left 
shifted by a lurther place so as effectively 
to provide the multiplicand multiple 4d. 75 -

Another series of comcidence or  AND 
gates 58\ 581 • • • • 58\ each controlled 
by the paralleled outputs of coincidence or 
AND gates 59 and 60,, control the connec
tion of the group of output leads 401 80 
(representing multiplicand multiple 3d) from 
the register stages 40\ 42\ 42� . . . . 42' 
to the stages 43'\ 43', 43'' . . • . 43" of the 
add , subtract device 43 while the respective 
leads of the same group 4(Jl (representing 85 
tile multiplicand multiple 3d) are connected 
directly to the second mputs of each of the 
stages 43'', 431, 43 ' . . . . 43" of the add/ 
sub�ract device 43 . 

The gates 53, 54, 56 .. 57, 59, 60 and 62 90 
are analogous to the gates 25, 26 . . . .  31 
of Fig. I ,  being controiled by the operative 
group of thr::-.:: statici5ed muitiplier digits. 
The manner of op.:;ration will be apparent 
fo:::m the previous descript1on of the series- 95 
mode embodimem of Fig. 1 .  Thus, if the 
currentiy operadve group of three multiplier 
digits is IOO (decimal value 4) the gate 54 
wHl be operated to provide an output which 
opens each of the gates 52\ 521,. 52-· and 52-'. 100· 
These conne;::t the group of leads 400 (carry-
ing the Emitipiicand multiple dJ to one i nput 
of each of the stages 431., 43.,, 43 ' and 43· 
of the aud; subtract device. The group of 
leads 401 (carrying the multiplicand mul- 105 
tiple 3a) is connected to the second inputs 
of the same stages 43" . . . . 43: and the 
further stages 434 and 43,; (to allow for the 
great'.;;: digit length of the multipie 3d). 
Since the most significant digit of the multi· 110 
plier digit group (100) is of value T, the 
addrsubtract device 43 is set to effoct 
addition and as a re11ult the parallel form 
par1jal product emerging on leads 44'1 . . . 
44'1 is the correct partial product 3d + d 1 15 = 4d. 

The parallel output leads 44°, 44i . . • . 
44'1 of the addingisubtracting device 43 are 
connected respectively to one input of a 
series of further adding devices oJ. Th� 0ther 120 
input of such adding devices 53 is arranged 
to b� supplied with a signal rep1esenting 
the current ·o• er ' l' state of the associated 
s1aii,e of the shifting register 64 while the 
output of each of such adding devices is 12:: 
arranged for use as a resettfog signal for 
the same associated stage of the register 64. 
In the operation of such combined shifting 
and a<lding register any applied add input 
over leads 44°- . . . . 44" can be ad<led to 130 
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the already existing content of the register. 
The shifting register 64 forms part of the 
final product accumulating means. Aftier each 
operation of sensing a three-digit group of 

5 the multiplier number signal and the resul
tant application of a selected multiplicand 
multiple to the adding/subtractJng device 
43 along with the constantly applied multi
plicand multiple 3d and following the usual 

10 carry uigit propagation in the laHer, the 
signal state of the different stagts 433 

• • • 
43(' is transforred in known manner to the 
interconnected stag1es of the addmg device 
63 which are already influenced by the 

15 existing signal state of the accumulator 
register stages 64. Th;)se stages accordingly 
become altered to add in the priesented new 
partial product. Thereafter the accumulator 
register 64 is caused to right shift by three 

20 digit places prior to !1he next 0p;:,ration cycle 
which takes place under the cont,rol of the 
next three digit group of the multirlbr 
signal. 

Each of the arrangements so far described 
25 requires an adaing device, additional to the 

convertible adding/ subtracting device em
ployr;;c.l for partial product formation, in 
order to add the partial product into the 
accumulating means. Adding devices are 

30 relatively complex and expensivie and a 
saving of the accumulator adding device 
together with other major economies in the 
case of parallel mode arrangements may 
be made by arranging for the selection of 

35 the required multiplicand multiple and the 
add/ $Ubtract control of the convertible add
ing/ subtracting device to be dependent not 
only upon the examined values of the 
operative three-ctigit group of the multi-

.CO plier but also npon the examined value of 
the most significant <limit of the previously 
operative three-digit group. 

A serial mode arrangement of this second 
form of the invention is shown in Fig. 3 

45 in which elements corresponding. to those 
of Fig. 1 hav,e been given similar reference 
characters. fhe control of the gate 21  
governingJ the supply of the multiplicand. mul · 
tiple d is now by the output of any one 

50 of four coincidence gates 70, 71, 72 ancl 7 J 
controlled by the multiplier digit signals 
shown against each, the right hand bracketed 
value befog that of the most significant digit 
of the previously operative three-digit multi-

SS plier group. The gate 22 governing the supply 
of the multiplicand multiple 2d is similarly 
controUed by the ouiput from four further 
coincidence gates 74, 75, 76 and 77 each 
controlled by the multipher digit signals as 

60 shown, white gate 23 which governs the 
supply of the multiplicand multiple 3d is 
controlled by th� output of four coincidence 

gates 78, 79., 30 and 8 1  eacli controlled by 
the multiplier digit signals shown. The gate 
24 which governs the supply of the multi- 6S 
plicand multiple 4d is controUed by the out-
put from either of the coincidence gates 82, 
83 controlled by the further multiplier digit 
signals shown thereagainst. The adding 
device 34 of Fig. 1 is eliminated, the re- 70 
generation loop circuit 37 around the register 
35 being now returned to the second input 
of the convertible adding/subtracting device 
1 8. The latter is now controlled by the value 
of the most significant dig;it of the operative 7S 
three-digit multiplier group, control lead 32 
b�ing energised to cause the device 18  to, 
subtract when such digit is of the value 'l '  
and to add when such digit 1s  of value 'O'. 

Such an arrangement provides for multi- 80 
plicanJ multiple selectjon and addjsubtract 
control according to the following table ; 
Operative Prcvwus 
multiplier m/s Add/ Multiplicand 

··ligzt values digit value Subtract multiple 85 
0 0 0 0 + 0 

0 0 0  1 + d 
0 0 1 0 + cl 
0 0 1  1 + 2d 
0 1 0  0 + 2d 90 
0 1 0 1 + 3d 
0 1 1 0 i- 3d 
0 1 1  1 + 4d 
1 0 0 0 4d 
1 0 0 1 3d 9S 
1 0 1 0 3d 
1 0 1  1 2d 
1 1 0 0 2d 
1 1 0 1 d 
1 1 1 0 d lot 
1 1 1 1 0 

In the operation of tJhis embodiment,. at 
the first e:xamination of the 1;hree least t;ig�1i
ficant digits of the multiplier number signal 
the value of the (non•exfatient) previous most 105 
significant digit is assumed always to, be value 
'O' while the number of operation cycles is 
increas:ed by one to deal with the most 
siignificant digit of the multiplier number in 
its role of most significant 'previous' digit. 1 10 
r n this additional last operation cycle. the 
(non-existent) three multiplier digit group· 
is assumed to be '000' .. The arrangements of 
the adder/ subtracter device 18- include con
ventional means for extending the product US 
output signal by copies of any carry over 
'l' digit beyond th� most significant digit 
position of the input multiplicand signal. 

Th,e manner of operation will be made 
clear by the following numerical example 120 
using as multiplicand (D) the binary num� 
ber 001 100100 (decimal value lOOi and as 
multiplier (R) the binary number 100101001 
(decimal value 297). 
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1st cycle R digits 001 (0) +d -
right shift 3 places 

2nd cycle R digJts 101(0) = 3d = 

:5 right shift 3 places 
3rd cycle R digits 100(1 ;  = - 3d --

4th cycle 
right shift 3 places 
R digits OUO(l) = + d = 

10 

001100 100 -----
001 100100 

0100101 100 -----
l l l lOi l IOOOOOIOO 

1 1 1 10 1 1 100000100 
0100 10 1 100 

1 1 1 10 I G 1 l OOCOSOO 100 --------
l l 1 1 0 ]0 1 1 000000J100 
OGI lOOIDO 

00001 1 1 010000000100 

t;iving as final product the binary number : 
l l  101 0000000100 (.decimal 29700) 

An approximately equivalent parallel 
mode arrangement of thls second form 1s 

15 shown in Fig. 4 where elements similar t,o 
those of Fig. 2 are also given similar refer
ence characters. This arrangement also 
avoids the us.e of the further multi-stag:e 
adding device 42 of Fig. 2 by the provision 

20 instead of a simple mu1ti-stage register 85 
having stages 85' . . . .  85; which are set up 
to register the multiplicand multiple 3d by 
an additional prehminary operation step m 
whlch the multiples d and 2d from the regis -

25 ter 40 are fed to the convertible adding/ 
subtractmg device 43 by way of gates 52° 

. . . . 52� and 108Q . . . . 1 083 respectively 
each opened by energisation of the respec
tive control leads 1 13. The resultant 3d out-

30 put signal from the device 43 is then fed 
back to the individual stages of the register 
85 over the group of leads 402 by momentary 
opening of gates 86° . . . . 865 by a control 
signal on lead 87. 

35 At thls time the series of gates 165° . . . . 
165" in the alternative output leads from 
the convertible addingj subtracting device 43 
are held closed to prevent entry of this 3d 
multiple into L1ie accumulator. 

40 The group of gates 52� . . . .  52� concerned 
with the provision of multtple d are con
trolled by gates 92, 93 which are controlled, 
iP. turn1 by the four multiplier digit values 
lhrough coincidence gates 100 . . . . 103 

4.S which serve to sense the two most significant 
digits of the operative three-digit group and 
further coincidence gat,es 104 . . . . 107 
which serve to sense tl1e least significant 
dig.it of such operative three-digit group and 

50 the most significant uigit of the previously 
operative three-digit group. In similar man
ner, the group of gates 55q . . . .  55i con
cerned with the provision of multiple 2d 
are controlled by coincidence g;:i,tes 94,. 95, 

:55 96 and 97 also controlled by the four multi
pHer digit values through gates 100 . . . .  107. 
The group of coincidence gates 581 

• • • •  58" 
concerned with the provision of multiple 

3d are controlled by coincidence gates 90. 
91 liki!wise influenced by the iour muiti- 60 
plier digit values while the group of co
incidence gates 6 1  ° . . . . 6 F concern::d 
with the provision of multiple 4d are con
trolled by the four multiplier digit valu.!S 
through coincidence gates 98. 99. 65 

The addingi subtracting device 43 of this 
embodiment operates also as part of the 
8ccumulator by the connection of the out
puts of the accumulator register stages 
64'1 • • • • 64· by way of the lead group 403 70 
to the second inputs of tl1e stages 43c . . . .  43·' 
of the convertible addisubtract device 43. 
'Ilhe said accumulator register stages 64 ' . . . .  
64� are arranged to provide output signals 
indicative of the '1' or 'O' state thereof for 75 
this purpose by application of a control or 
strobe pulse, on leaJ. 88. Such register stages 
64° . . . . 643 are also cleared to zero at 
the same time by this pulse. This lead 88 
is activated either simultaneously with or 80 
after the application of the, selected multi
plicand muitiple to the first inputs of the 
said stages 43° . . . . 43\ The accumulator 
register stages 64° . . . . 641 at the most 
significant end of the accumulator 16'1 are 85 
not or ne,ed not be of the shifting register 
type but the rmaining less significant stages 
1 641\ 1 64�-1 • • • •  of the accumulator 1 64 
are of such shift type and operate to effect 
right under the control of shift signals applied 90 
over control lead 89. The register stag:es 1 64\ 
1 64n-i . . . . ar� right shifted by three digit 
places at the end of each operation step by 
a signal on lead 89. If desired such register. 
which must be of double word length. may 95 
also be used initially to register the multi
:Qlier number signal in its least significant 
half which is always empty at the com
mencement of a multiplying operation. The 
four least significant digit stages of the 100 
register may then correspond with the four 
digits used for control of muhiplicand mul
tiple selection and control of the add/sub
tract device 43. Outputs therefrom as shown 
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at 109 . . . . 1 12 are then used to provide 
the requisite control signals to the. various 
gates 100 . . . .  107 and to lead 45. Thus 
the outputs 109 and 1 10 provide signals 

5 corresponding to the two most significant 
digits of the three operative examined digits, 
the respective 'l' value digit s,ignals being 
obtained directly from such outputs and the 
opposite 'O' value digit signals being obtained 

10 through inverter stages in conventional 
manner. CorreSJJ.Ondingly, the outputs 1 1 1  
and 1 12 provide signals indicating respec
tively the examined values of the },east sig
nificant of .the three operative multiplier 

;15 digits and the previous most significant digit. 
As w,ith the serial mode embodiment of 

Fig. 3, the .first operation steip or cycle 
with the three least significant multiplier 
digits is made: with the assumption of value 

:20 'O' for the non-existent fourth digit while 
after effecting the necessary number of 
operation cycles to deal with ali of ti1ie 
available multiplier digits,. a final step or 
cycle is made with an assumed .zero value1 

.25 (000) accorded to the non-existent operative 
digits of the multiplier in conjunction with 
the actual examined value of the most sig
nificant previous digit. 

The manner of interconnection of stages 
.30 438 

• • • •  436 of the addingisubtract�ng device 
43 to stages 64Q • • • .  641 of the non-shifting 
part of tp.e accumulator effectively provides 
an automatic three-position right shift as 
the related partial product digi,ts a11e: loaded 

:35 into the accumulator. The three-digit right 
shift of tille remainder of the accumulator 
register including the stages 164\ 164n 

1 and 
l 64n-2 is arranged to take place as the digit 
values of stages 64° . . . .. 643 are fed to 

40 the adding/subtracting device 43 and such 
stages simultaneously cleared. All seven 
stages 164r �. 164n-i . . . . 643 are thus 
left empty in readiness for the arrival of 
the ne·xt partial product. The overall speed 

.45 of multiplication is acco:rdingJy improved by 
overlapping of the adding (or subtracting) 
and the shifting times whil,e the prior shift
ing of the least significan� part of the 
accumulator register also allows decoding 

-SO of the next group of multiplier digits which 
appear automatically in the: opposite end 
stages of the register 164 to be overlapped 
with the preceding add/ subt;ract operation. 

The multiplying apparatus elements shown 
-55 may also be largely ,employed in an 

associated dividing arrangement which 
operates to determine the quotient digits in 
turn singly but with rigbt shifting of the 
diviscr only once every three division steps 

-0() and then by three places. To effect this, 
advantage is taken of the facility of providing 
the different multi;p,les r, 2r and 4r of the 
division number by means of the apparatus, 
used for forming d, 2d and 4d during multi-

<65 plication. In such division, 4r is first sub-

tracted and the sign of the remainder tested. 
If this is positive 'l' is placed in the quotient 
register and 2r th,en selected and subtracted 
also. If, however, the sign, is negative,. 'O' is 
placed in the quotient register and the 10 
selected 2r is added. In either cas.e t1he sign 
of the remainder is again tested and the 
operation repeated with r before shifting, th·;:. 
remainder by three places. 

It, will be apparent that the invention is 7S 
not limited to the particular arrangements 
as shown and described. The number of 
digi.ts in each multiplier digit group may 
be gr/e&fler or 1sma,1Jer tJhan ·three whii�e 
instead of choosing 3d as the constant input 80 
to the addingi subtracting device in the first 
form described, another value, e.g. 4d, may 
be employed with appropriate modification 
of thei multiplicand multiple s.election and 
adding/subtracting devfoe control. 8S 

WHAT WE CLAIM IS : 
1 .  A multiplying arrangement of the kind 

described for numbers represented by e1ectric 
signals which comprises a signal-con
trolled arithmetic device which can be 90 
caused tp ,effect either addition or 
subtraction of two number signals 
applied thereto in dependence up1m a 
controlling signal,. means for providing a 
number of separate signals representing 9S 
respectivdy each of the different successive 
integral multiples of the multiplicand num
ber from the Iirst multipie up to but not 
exceeding that multiple which is sufficient 
to embrace half tJhe total number of mul- 100 
tiples capable of

° 
being signalled by the 

chosen number · of digits forming <'!ach 
separately examined digit group in the 
multiplier number and means for effecting 
the selection, in accordance with the 10S 
examined values of each of said multiplier 
di,git signal groups in turn, of an appro
priate one of said multiplicand-multiple 
representing signals for application as onei 
signal input to said arithmetic deviiice and 1 10 

the simu1taneous signal control of such 
device by the same group of multiplier 
digit signals wher,eby such arithmetic 
device causes either addit1ion or subtraction 
of the selected multipllcand-multiple repre- 115 

senting signal to or from a number signal 
applied to the ot'.her input of said arithmetic 
device. 

2. A multiplying arrangement according 
to claiim 1 in whiah said number signal l 2Ci 
a.P.Plied to the other input of said arith
metic device is a chosen one of said multi
plicand-multiple representing signals . 

3. A multiplying arrangement according 
to claim 1 in which said number signal 125 
applied to the other input of said arithmetic 
device is that one of said multiplicand
multiple representing signals which 1 epre
sents a multiple lying substantia]ily mid-
way of the total range of multiples which 130 
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can be signalled by tih-e chosen number of 
.mu1tiP.lbr digits in each examined 
_group and in which the selected 
multiplicand multiple and the add / subtr!1ct 

S control of said arithmetic deviee is such 
that .the signal output from said arithmetic 
device represents the correct partial pro
duct called for by the examined group of 
i;nultiplier digit$. 

10 4. A multiplying an:angernent accord-
ing to claim 3 w;hich Jo.eludes an accumu
lating device to which said partial product 
represe11ting ,5ignal is applied a.nd by which 
it is combined with any previously obtain�d 

15 pa_rtial product repre:senting signals so as 
to form an eventual signal :i:epresenting .the 
fina.I prod.uct of said mulliphcand and mul-
tiplier 1).Umbers. ·· 

5. A. multiplying arrangement according 
20 to claim 1 in vvhich said arithmetic device 

fa arrang�d to form part of an accumulating 
device including a signal _regfr,ter and in 
which the pun;tb;,.r signal apphed to the other 
j11p_ut of saJ.d arithmetic device is a .&ignal 

25 fi:on:;1. �aid register representing the pr,e
".i.ousJy icc:um.ulats.\d partial product signaLs� 
t'h.e selecti_Qn of each multiplicand-multiple. 
representing ;;ignal for application to the 
first input Q� said arithm.etic device and th.e 

30 cpntx:ol .of said deviQe to add or subtract 
bejng iJl tJccor.oance with .the examined 
value§ pf eacll of ·the digits .of each multi
plier 4igit grpup and the valu};, of the 
1n_ost significant digit of the previously 

35 examined multiplier digit group. 

6. A multiplying arrangement for binary 
number signals accordmg to any of claims 
1 5 in which each exammed group of mul
tiplier digits consists of three sequential 
digits and in which sJBhals rep!iescnLing 40 
the multiplicand multiples d, 2d, 3d and 
4d are made available for selection. 

7. A multiplying arrangement for binary 
numbe.r signal& according to any of daims 
2, 3 or 4 and .6 in which said other input 45 
of said arithmetic dev1ce is supplied with the 
signal representing thy multiplicand multiple 
3d. 

8. A multiplying arrangement accordrng 
to any of the preceding claims 3-7 arrangea 50 
for operation in the parallel mode. in which 
said accumulating device comprises a multi
s.tage shlf ting register and which includes 
means for sensing the digit value state of 
a predetermined number of the least sig- 55 
nificant .stages of said shifting register to 
provide means for .examining the values 
of the s�ccess,iva multJp,JJer d�git groups 
by ini:tial registr�tJon of said mu�tiplier 
number signal therein. 60 

9. A multiplier arrangement substan
tially �s de.scµ.bed and as illustrated in Fig. 
1, I<ig. 2, Fig. 3 or Fig. 4 of the drawings 
accompanying the provision.al specification. 
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